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T o m the outset, critics valuing social
quality more than scientific knowledge

e

Co

dismissed as " r e a c t i o n a r y " the applica
tion to humans of E. O. Wilson's (1975)
Sociobiology. Such critics will find the
current volume ideologically offensive. In
the first chapter, Douglas Kenrick ex
amines the differential
importance
women and men assign to status, youth,
and beauty in sexual attraction, thereby
committing thought crimes of "sexism,"
"classism," "ageism," and "lookism"; he
relates some of his experiences in over
coming opposition.
Differences between women and men
occur as a result of genetically based re
productive strategies involving the size,
placement, and numerosity of gametes.
Because women produce one large,
"valuable" egg a month and men produce
millions of " c h e a p " sperm a day, men and
w o m e n not only look for alternative
characteristics in mates, as outlined by
Kenrick, but they exhibit different pref
erences in sexual behavior. According to
Randy and Nancy Thornhill, they also
experience mental pain differently.
Mental pain is hypothesized to be an
evolutionary adaptation, focusing an in
dividual's attention on those events of
most significance to his or her fitness, de
fined as reproductive success by self and
kin. It follows from the valuable egg the
ory that men more than women suffer
from sexual jealousy and women more
than men suffer grief following the death
of a child. Rape is hypothesized to be
more traumatic for a fertile woman than
for a p r e - or postfertile woman and less
psychologically painful for a fertile
woman if she also suffers a physical
beating!
This book strips the veneer from hu
man relationships, revealing a " n a t u r e
red in tooth and claw." In her chapter
on spousal homicide, Margo Wilson an
alyzes male sexual proprietariness as an
underlying motive in wife beating. Men
are the violent sex; women kill spouses
only rarely, typically in defense of self or
children. In his chapter on parent-off
spring violence, Martin Daly explains the
value of analyzing unpleasant facts from
a Darwinian perspective and its benefit
of increased predictive power. Stepparenthood, he points out, is the single best
predictor of child abuse discovered, yet
it was never even discussed as a risk factor
until research by him and Margo Wilson,
inspired by Darwinian logic, entered the
scene.
In a hard-hitting finale to a toughminded collection, Joseph Lopreato ac
cuses human sociobiologists of soft-pe
daling the importance of genetic variance
and of the reproductive maximization
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principle. Natural selection, he reminds
us, acts as a winnowing process. It must
have variance on which to act. Maladaptive behavior, such as failing to reproduce
maximally, takes genes out of the system.
Bell and Bell are to be commended for
assembling seven chapters attesting to
the p o w e r and ferment in this new
broadly based paradigm for the social
sciences.
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Transitions are among the most fre
quently studied topics in family research.
In the past several years models of the
family life cycle that contained predict
able, unvarying stages have yielded to a
growing interest in examining the process
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